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INTRODUCTION

This paper will explore the process of crime analysis

and its functions and applications within law enforcement

agencies. The term "crime analysis" has been found to mean

different things to different people. This paper will

attempt to define the terminology and identify the common

applications in the context of modern law enforcement

efforts.

Traditionally, police agencies have responded to crime

after an offense has already occurred. The common police

procedure involves gathering detailed information about the

victim, time, and location of the crime as well as details

about the Qffender and the criminal act. Once collected,

however, the information is forwarded to a central records

repository where it is jealously guarded from inspection.

Even the police rarely inspect the data unless a particular

need causes an investigator to pull the report.l

The development and improvements in communications,

computer, transportation and weapons technologies have

caused dramatic changes in both police methods and public

expectations of police performance. The availability of

enormous amounts of information have increased the ability

of law enforcement agencies to deliver more efficient

police services if that information is properly utilized.

To provide optimal police services, law enforcement

agencies must make every effort to determine in advance,

when and where criminal activity is most likely to occur.2

The ability of the police to predict when and where
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crime will occur, who the offenders are and how they are

operating is a vital function in modern law enforcement.

This function is commonly referred to as "crime analysis".

Crime analysis provides police agencies with the potential

to develop this information if a crime analysis unit is

designated, properly staffed, supported and utilized by the

department. 3

While the term "crime analysis" is relatively modern,

first appearing in o. w. wilson's book entitled Police

Administration in 1963, the basic concept is probably as

old as organized law enforcement itself. The early roots

of crime analysis are found in the development of the modus

operandi technique in England around ~he turn of the

century and later the requirement for:traffic analysis as

perceived by the Northwest Traffic In~titute. In both

cases, recognition of the usefulness 0; relevant

information organized in a systematic:~anner helped to

stimulate interest in the development ;of crime analysis as

a formal process.4

since the mid-1960'S, police dep~rtments in many parts

of the country have formed crime analysis units and are

taking steps to act in advance of ant~cipated criminal

activity.

.

Many of these units were e~tablished as part of

the Integrated Criminal Apprehension ~rogram (ICAP),

formerly funded through the Law Enford~ment Assistance

Administration.5 I'

Crime analysis is not a new conc~pt. From the

beginning of organized policing, poli6~ officers have

compared crimes for similarities in ari'effortto link
'.
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certain types of crimes with particular suspects. In

virtually every police department, regardless of size,

crime analysis activities of some typ~ are being conducted

in pursuit of departmental goals and'~.bjectives.6 The

principal of crime analysis is to ide~tify problems in the

community that a police department has to deal with.

Simple crime analysis can measure the geographical

prevalence of crime, methods of operation, temporal

patterns, ie., the time of day, week qr month that crimes

are committed and a variety of other elements important to

effective policing. 7 As crime shifts'..'fromday to day,

season to season, police agencies nee~..to adjust their

manpower, resources, methods and stra~egies.8 Crime

analysis works because criminals are:pabitual in the way

they conceive and carry out their cr~rnes. criminals act

out the same crime in the same manne~~time after time.9
.' '.'

According to the 1983 Figgie Report,!~~ince the majority of
. "".

street crimes and burglaries are attr.fbutable to repeat

offenders who usually work within a shprt distance of their

residences, police patrols can be mad,a"much more effective

if managers and patrolmen can be kept~?pprised with

accurate details of crimes as they h~hpen.,,10
,',

,,::-

There are many views on how to ~chieve greater
..~

effectiveness in delivering police seFvice. Whether

espousing the traditional professiona} model of policing,

community-oriented policing or proble~~oriented policing,

all agree that such efforts must be b~sed on information.,'"'.";'

,'.' .
'. .

.".,
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"

the individual line officer more informationally aware and

thus, more effective.ll But crime analysis is not limited

to field operations applications alon~~'~
crime analysis

...,

impacts all areas and operations of a~~olice department by

refining and distributing useful info~~ation. Many police

departments have used crime analysis effectively to improve

their administrative operations and to make strategic

decisions effecting deployment of per~~nnel and resources,

patrol beat plans and investigative strategies.12

, .
~

..
..

"

.."

.'.

: ::;'.'" .
"
'..."-,

.. ,

':;, .

"""
."
.'

. .
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REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

crime Analvsis Defined ,',..'
,',,'.
, ,,:
, '

Depending on the particular: agen~~ examined, one might

encounter as many different definitions of crime analysis

as there are police departments conducting such programs. 13

While sharing the same functional titi~, some crime

analysis units are similar in name o~ly. Individual police

agencies tend to have very different' :~~eas about what crime

analysis should be, how crime analyst~~ should operate and

what they should accomplish .14 ,;-.",

Before attempting to define what~rime analysis is, it

might be beneficial to discuss what crime analysis is not.

According to Robert Heck:

"crime analysis is not statistiqal report
activity, uniform crime reporting; Kiwanis
and Lions club luncheon speeches~ or monthly
management reports." ...

Heck contends that crime analysis is:~~

"an art requiring skill and learrilng; a science
requiring a systematic study of~nformati?n; a
technology Wh1Ch puts to us~ the~$ystemat1c
study of 1nformation. Crime analysis should be
a top-dra~er unit,providin9' tim~~y, useful, ,
relevant 1nformat1on on cr1mes that can ge
suppressed by interdictionacti ..rH:.ies.,,1

;,.,

Law enforcement profession~ls de;f,~necrime analysis in

its broadest sense as "occupying; an i:~~egral part .of the

decision making process for allocati~n:.'and deployment of

ingredient for increasing the effect~i~ness and ef!iciency

of police services. The crime analys,t,:plays a vita:l role

in turning what might otherwise be "tiled" data into an

, ' .

crime analysis:\;; an essenti~l
police resources.,,16
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instrument of change and the basis for a measured, informed

police response.1?

Crime analysis in support of resoprce allocation

decisions is the systematic examinat~9~ of distrib4tions of

crime, calls-for-service, and other pr6blems, all bf which

are eventually synthesized into workioads or utilization

factors to determine manpower needs, shift configurations,

and patrol beats. crime analysis for deployment p~rposes

is, by design, oriented towards the id.~ntification,:of

short-term crime problems. It inclu~~ the collection,
, , ,;

collation, analysis, and dissemihati~~~of crime an~ suspect
pattern descriptions in support pf fi~ld operation~l

..'

elements.
"

crime analysis is defined, ,there~~re, as a set of

systematic, analytical processes dir~~ted at proviqing
, ", '

, ,

timely and pertinent informatiort rel~tive to crime,jat~erns

and trend correlations to assist: ope~~tional and

administrative personnel in planning ,the deployment of

resources for prevention and suppression of crimin~l
, '

activities, aiding in the investigati~e process, a~d

increasing apprehensions and cle~rand~< of cases. 18':,:The

basic applications of crime analysis-are to:19
" , " ~

, "

..',

. Provide information on levels~pf crime, pa~terns of
':. " ' "

crime, calls-for-servic~, an~,~ffende~ acttvity so
, ,',,: ',:, ',' '

that problem areas can ~'~ ideij~tified and responses
.,' , "
.. '"

to these problems consid~red.,;;,"

.

, "

Increase the number of c:ases"p,leared by ar~est
, , '

through comparing the mbdus ~p~randi of ar~ested

suspects to other report,ed oftkmses.

, ',',
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, "

Provide intelligence information to investigative

personnel concerning MOts that~atch their case load

of current offenses.

. Provide recommendations on alt~rnative programs,

patrol strategies and possibl~ :solutions t~;

identified problems for patrol placement and the

deployment of special units.

. Provide historical information ,;todecision,,Itlakers

concerning trends and pattern~:of activitie~ for
, ',':' ,,'

the purposes of planning~ bUdg~~ing, deploy~ent and

resource allocation deci~ions~~,
, ','

',',
" ,
"

, ' ,

with a definition of IIcrime:~anal¥~isll~stabli~~ed; it

is important understand the diff~renc~~, in crime an~ly~is

practices. These differences wiil be~iscussed in:~he;next
'.," ",

two sections of this paper. .. "
';, " ,,'

,',',
."

,~

Formal vs. Informal Crime AnalysIs
.-:'

"

All police departments perform s9me crime analysis
",'

activities. In some departments; the~e activities~are,

entirely informal. Even in depa~tment$ with formal~crime
..;'

analysis responsibilities, informal c~~me analysis still

occurs. Because of this, it is usefui;~o define th~ terms
, ' ' '
, , ,

"informal" and "formal" crime an~lysis'<
, "

Informal crime analysis is often i~erformed by,:police

officers as they investigate crime or':r,elated events. ,That

is, crime analysis activities are not performed by

individuals specifically assigned to that function but are

performed by officers in the course of ,their other
" ,, "

activities. For example, a detective ',investigating a rash

, ;
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of burglaries might take the tim~ to compare his cases with

other similar cases being investigated:by other detectives.

The officer is a walking crime analys"t:...ashe compares his

present activities with past activit;i~~.and the ac~~vities
of his fellow officers. An officer's ~xperience, however,

is limited by the number of hours he works, where he works,

and for the most part, his experiences are not well

coordinated with the experiences of others.

Informal crime analysis is limited by a number of.

factors, including:2o:~: }'."

. the officer'smemory ret~ntiCb\andpast
}, ,"', , ,

experiences;
. , ;"

.
the officer's limi ted IIO:~duty;~'availabilit.y and

:'.

interest;
. ' ..

. a tendency to be subjective, D~ased and not timely;

.

an inability to focus o~J;~th~: ':'~ig picturell:::because

of a large volume of crime occhrrences; ,

C

.
a longer time to accurat~IY ,de~ect a pattern or

trend; ,f- ,..
..

. an inability to store data coh~erning methR~s of
. .

operation integral to ceftain~'.'~ypesof cri~es;

a tendency to focus onlYJon'odd, out-of-the~.

. ..

ordinary or sensational ~rime~; and

a lack of a system for d~ssemi~ating analyzed.

information to other off'~cers.;:

In contrast to informal cr i,~e~nc;ilysis,IIform~l" crime

analysis is performed when the r~Spq~~fbility for:~
conducting analytic activities i~ supgsrt of police

... .

operations has been specifically: assigned to a part.1cular
'"
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person, group of persons or desi~nated~unit.

The advantage of a formalized cr~me analysis system is

that by placing the responsibili;y for:~collecting :~~d
analyzing relevant information w~th:~:specific per~pnor

," .'
, " ,

unit, crimes and criminal activitie~ c~n be viewed~th~6ugh
,.'

"one set of eyes." Most experts in ,law enforcement

strongly advocate a formal crime analysis function for

larger police departments because it allows for:2~

. More objective analysis of crime, crime patterns,

and crime-related department~l~~ctivities;;:

. An established communicatio~s link to disseminate

.

<:

valuable information to oper~~t.°nalunits;<:' .

A systematic method for ~to~i~9 and review~pg crime
': " .:

MO data on a timely basi~; an~: ;~,.". " -

The ability to identify patterns, trends, ~rd'
;' . ",,;; ... :

deployment requirements in a~'$~orter perio(~( of
~', " ~;:' : i{;

"

.

time. "

"

When crime analysis is form~lizsd; it can be ~~
X,,':!;; ,',

important departmental tool for ,bonver~ing regular+y
,; ",' . '.
: :,' 'I:

collected data on reported crimef
into intelligence information for

,,'

a,l\d::c:::riminal off~nders
': ',:: ':'f;

c];i1i\~~,preventio~t:~

a~:~#.~hension act'~:i~ms"and

."
,;

resource deployment, and offender
;¥

strategies.22 ~
-" ,,'

, " ..

,.

.\:
" '

Manual vs. Automated Crime Analysis , .
..

crimes analysis systems can' be cQ,t::.egorizedinto
'.,

manual, automated or semi-automated,~¥~tems depend~hg on

the extent to which the system d~pends',:,on computer~..,for the
storage and collation of data.
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Manual systems, by definiti?n are those which depend

on methods of data collection, data storage, data analysis

and information dissemination coriduc~~~ by individu~ls

without the support of electronic dat~~processing

equipment. 23 In other words, thJ crl~~ analysis pr9ceSs is

done "by hand" without the aid of computers. Typically,

the limitations of a manual system are related to

inadequate staffing levels. There is simply too much data

to handle.

Conversely, an automated crime an.lysis system usually
.' ,

means that the crime analysis process is sUbstantiaJly'
,:.

designed around computer storage, coilation and inquiry
. " : ~~ .

capabilities. Perhaps a more appropriate term for.;.'

automated crime analysis would be "c9mputer-assiste~" crime. ;- '.,.

analysis.24 A semi-automated systemwqhld entail features
.. ','. .;.

of both.
"

.,.: .'.

3" . '

< :'.

Crime Analysis Functions . .'"

The process and scope of cr~me ~n~lysis are directly
,. " .':: ,'..:

dependent upon the needs, resourqes, .'.ari,p goals of
} .; :.;. ,;;.'" .,

individual police agencies. In ~.tsbr~~dest sense ;,::..crime
.:. ".": '..

analysis refers to systematic pr~ces~e~ which prov~4e ~.
'," . '.~ , .

information for the allocation a~d de~+byment of p6~ic~..,', ,

resources. ~ ;.

: ."

The allocation of police re~ource~ focuses on the-use

of the optimum number of officer~ requIred to carry:out law",,' . "

enforcement functions and other ~0Ii6e~~ervices

responsibilities. Crime analysi~ in s~pport of allpcation

decisions involves the systemati~ ex~mihation of
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distributions of crime and service problems, which are

combined to determine the total manpower needs of an

agency. Deployment of police resourc~s, i.e., decisions
.'.

regarding the tactical movement;andac,~ions of pol.i.ee,

personnel directed at specific ci-imep~oblems, is i?"asedon

the systematic examination of ciime'dafa. crime analysis

for deployment purposes is, by design, oriented toward the

identification of short-term crime pro~lems. The crime

analysis activity supports the assignm?nt of perso~nel by

function and by geographical ar~a su6h~as beats or,sectors
,,' ' .

and selected hours of a work shift aimed at reducing
j .

identified crime problems.25 ,

crime analysis can support a numb~r of depart~ental

functions, including patrol deployment:, special op~Fations

and tactical units, investigations, "pl~nning and r~;search,

crime prevention, and administrativ~ services sucb~~s

budgeting and program planning. cril1\~".,analysis is'>used to

identify crime patterns and trends, .as.sistoperational and
.,'

administrative personnel in devi~;ing' s.~rategies f6.~::."

decreasing and preventing crimi~~l ~c~ivity, and atd in the;
.~' . . .,,<

investigati ve process. ~". ':-.::' .

't " ':':: .""

In the investigative proce~s, cri~e analysis,~s

especially suited to identifYin~th~s~,offenders w~p dommit:
", '." ','

many similar crimes and those climin~\'offenses th~t recur

in patterns. Although some bene;iits..~:~y be attain~d i.n

analyzing nearly all types of cr.iimes,.~hecrimes s~lected
"'. : ."',

for extensive analysis are norm~llY ba7ed on prio~~ty .
.: '" '"

considerations. ,,' ~,
."

The analysis of different crime types is dependent
"
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upon the information available. Important data are crime

type, geographical factors, chro~ologi~al factors, victim

target descriptors, suspect desc~iptor~, vehicle

In addition,

there are the specific crime facforsw~ich provide fhe

information that usually connects crimes by unique

characteristics and identifies modus operandi patterns.

One of the most important f~nctions of the crime

analysis operation is to identify crime trends and:project

criminal activity. crime analysis c~ri_~ndertake th~ task

of identifying potential crime t~;rgets :'for the dep~()yment
{

of special assignment personnel. ~ Th~ ~xamination ~f
""

recorded information on frequent~cri~e,~argets can 'isolate
", ',':

factors whj,ch make these targets~attraqtive to the:

criminal.
, "'"

For crime analysis to be effectiv~j the analyi~d

information must be disseminated to,6p~rational per~onnel.

crime analysis information is dissemina~ed by eithef fbrmal'

or informal means. The majority of information

disseminated by the analysis section't:~,kes the form.::of
''', "", ,"

structured reports which should be t~iipred to the ~police
;" ",:;: " "

officer's needs and function to fncr~~~'~ officer aw~re,?ess

and facilitate short-term specia~, maDpq.wer deployme,ht.:,'
:' ',':' '..,' "

Less structured reports can be disseminated daily, "weekly,
.(' "':, '

monthly, or on an as-needed basi$.
,~

Th~se reports u~ually.
, ,<' "

take the form of crime recaps, i~forma~lon
" '.,>

': : '"

summaries, and analysis section reporb:h

Because of the comPlexities'r~f mo~ern

bulletins, crime
,',.,

law enf~pce~ent,

many police officers become spec{alisti in a partic~lar
: ."
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aspect of enforcement. Narcotics agents, traffic

enforcement officers and accident investigators are, just a

few of the many specialized positions found in toda~'s
, ,'",

police agencies. since many off~cers '~ocus their a~tention, '
, '

and efforts within relatively na~row: p<\rameters, it is
important that crime analysis products ,are structured to

take into account the specialized nature of these units.

If the crime analysis unit produces only general crime

analysis products, these special:.units ~ill have tbexpend

too much time and energy wading through' data that does not
,

address their specific needs and;is essentially useless to

them.

Most police departments that enga~e in crime a~alysis

concentrate their efforts on a few of ~he following basic

functions: crime pattern detect~on,. .c~~me-suspect,~

correlations, crime forecasts, a~~ r~s~?rce allocation.
,"

Although each of these functions ~ove:tl~ps with the',others

to some degree, each is a separate e~t~~y.26

crime pattern detection is probably the most widely

conducted crime analysis function.'rhe: main objec1?ive::.of

crime pattern detection is tactical, ~~ ,~ature; to ~.~entifY

similarities among crimes that will aid~ in success~~l

police intervention. Crime-suspect cor~elations refers to

the activity of matching potential sus~ects with ciimes
based on modus operandi, vehicle ,::and ,(;;areercriminal

information.
, '

The basic purpose ~f cti~~ forecasts:ls to
., ',', "

identify with exact specificity~he(US~re occurre~1e of

crime. If ever perfected, this ~uncti9n, of course; would
. ,x ",

be invaluable in combatting crim~; how~ver, such p~~fection
.'-'

.'
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is not possible. Finally, resourpeallbcation functions as
. .. .

a guide to administrators in deplpyingthe resources of the

department to achieve agency goa~.~.27 ".<

Crime patterns are groups of~ of(ep:fes that share

common characteristics. crimes ih a pattern are similar in
,.'

certain respects, but they are not necessarily related.

For example, several robberies may be committed in the same

jurisdiction by different suspects. Although the robberies

take place in the same general ~rea and may exhibit other

similarities, different perpetrat~rs m~y be involved. A

good crime pattern reveals one o~more6f the follo~ing

links among the offenses:
'.

. The same geographic location ..'

. A common type of suspectpr me~hod of operation
.' ',.,

. A possible crime trend or~targe} potential.

For example, robberies may be repprte~:~s having beeh

committed by a white male of med~~m height and weight,
with

long blond hair, dressed in a da~~ Shi~.~ and slacks> and

apparently fleeing on foot. ThiEf:information might, share

general similarities, but it lack~ dist~nct crime
,.

.'

attributes and any number of peopleco~~d be suspe~ted ~pf

committing the robberies. oistinctivecrime patter~s can

be separated from crimes that share only general

similarities by the presence of distinct crime attributes.
. .. .

A more detailed crime report may list the suspect a~ having

a facial scar and a tattoo of a hear~Qh the back'O~ his

right hand. This information provides..a more distinctive
". . ", . "..' ..

point for comparison among sever~l r~bb~ries. A

distinctive crime attribute lends.~'cred~.~ility to a .crime
..
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pattern and thereby provides a signifitant investi9ative

lead for police action. Also, the formulation of total

suspect information from severaLrelat~d incidentiproduces
; "'~ I '" "

a more complete description for rper,a~f:°nal use. "
Several methods or techniq~~s hav.~ been deve~opedto

detect crime patterns. Use of the technique primarily

depends upon the type of pattern being analyzed, the

individual preferences of the agency, ~nd the resources

available to the department. Pattern :detection techniques

can basically be categorized into geographic and

offense applications.

similar

GEOGRAPHIC: In developing ~eographic crime p~tterns,

the most distinct similarity amorg offenses is their

location of occurrence. While there ~ay be several other

similarities, the common location of the offenses is the
. " '

primary cause for at least thei~;initial identific~tibh and

grouping. The common location m~y only be described

generally, such as an area wi th{ft the :':jurisdiction'. " The

location may be specifically idepti(~e~, for example by

street name, types of businesses~ or ty'pes of residences.

Geographic crime patterns are m6~t ~r~quently identified

through record logging or mapping tec~riiques. As crime

location i,nformation is logged 6t m~p~ed each day~~are~s of

high crime incidence become readily"apparent.

The techniques used for recording~and detecti~g crime

patterns generally provide the means, f~r monitor~n9 or

updating those same patterns. pin or spot-mappin~,,:,

procedures, for example, provide a ~isUal represent~ti6n of
",',

changes within a geographical patterrl.", Since spot: 'maps are
',."
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usually updated daily, with new offens~ locations~,

geographical crime patterns are fuonitoied and updated as

part of the daily maintenance ro:~tine~~!

Similarly, tally or 10ggingJproc~~ures provid,~ th.e

same automatic monitoring and up~ating,:;:,features, b~t this

method is less effective if the pattern is not area related

or spans several reporting areas. The addition of new

offenses to a log or tally sheet,repre~enting a be~t or
.. '

reporting area that is currently~exper+encing a crime

problem would indicate the conti~uatioh of the problem.

lack of new offenses would probably 'in<licatethat the

A

activity has ceased.28

The size of a geographical ~attern often depends on

the technique used to monitor ge~graph~c crime

concentrations. In agencies emp!oying, pin or spot mapping

techniques, the exact boundaries.;of a geographic pattern

can be determined by simply insp~cting~:a map. In agencies

utilizing record logging procedu~es on~y, with no

provisions for any visual aids, geogr.~phicpatterns ar~

detected by monitoring the incre~ses in crime in tne

geographic reporting areas of th$ city':;~,usedby the,',agency

for patrol deployment or statist"~caL d,4ta collecti<p,n (e.g. ,

patrol beats, census tracts) . cc;msequently, in suCh

instances, a geographic pattern is uSua..llydefined'in terms
,', ,."

of one or more beats or reporting areas.
"

Geographic patterns typically pers,ist from 2 to 10

days.
",' .

Therefore, a systematic proce?upe for recording and

monitoring crime location on a daili b~sis is mand~tory.

simple, quick techniques for geographiq pattern detection
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like pin-mapping are therefore often the most adv~ntageous.

SIMILAR OFFENSE: Similar offense patterns are more

difficult to identify than geographi9 patterns beca~se of
.' .," ' .

the need for unique characteristics th~t establish~a

definite relationship among crim~s. ,It is therefo1:<e

important to identify as many sp~cificcrime details or

related subgroups of offenses as~possible. If such

identification is not achieved, a confllct will occur

trying to match several probabl~j~Uspedts, vehicl~S,

victims, or modus operandi descr~ptibn~:.. As such~ ,the
.. ,
'" '. '-

analysis attempt will be confuseq an~ qistorted information
, . ,;

will be developed about the orig~nal'pattern.

Any suspect information availabie:~bout a crime

pattern should, if it is distinc~, b~ c,orrelated w~th known
.' ,

offender information to determine the identities °7.the

possible perpetrators. Vehicle infor~~tion, including

vehicle color, make, style, oddi~ies; 4ecals, and license

numbers, should be compared with\known-bffender vehicl~

files, field interrogation records, or,"traffic citation

files to develop possible invest~gativ~ leads. sindlarly,

unique or distinct M.O. information ca~be compar~dto

known offender M.O. descriptions~'

CRIME -SUSPECT CORRELATIONS The eurpose. of cr ime - '.~uspect
. '. .', . ' .

correlations is to show a r~latioriship betwee~,a

suspect and an offense. The correlations may be made by

using any number of selected criteria in which unique and

distinguishing characteristics, physic~l identifiers,

M.O.'s and various other common trait~~of offenders are
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known. This information is derived from the following

files:

. Known or career criminal file

. Modus operandi file

Suspect vehicle file

"

.

. Field interrogation file

Arrest file.

. Alias file
, '

For example, a suspect may be linked to an offense by the, ,

type of weapon used or by the i~entif~bation of an,

outstanding physical characteris}ic ,such as a scar:, mark,

tattoo, or deformity.
"

crime - suspect correlations can 'also provide: field

personnel with data about known caree~,criminals who live

and operate in the officer's ar~~. Tqe correlatioijs
: :..', :

provide officers with names and Photographs of known

offenders, their vehicles, establishm~hts frequent~d, and
criminal associates.

CRIME FORECASTS
, "

The primary objective of c~ime f~!ecasts is to

contribute to preventive deploym~nt 6£' officers by

determining where and when the riextincidents in a crime

pattern will occur. Once such fore?asts are developed,

appropriate manpower can be depi?yed ~Q counteract anq halt

the commission of further relatep inci~ents. The

specificity of the forecast (i.e~, th~:nature and,~ize of

the potential target area) often deter~ines the k~nd of

deployment employed. For example, increased patrol may be
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the most appropriate method if deterring criminal activity

is desired, whereas stakeout methods would be employed if

apprehension was considered likely.

Crime forecasts are largely base~:on daily cr~me
. .

pattern detection activities. Not evefY pattern:

identified, however, yields the consistency of information

required for crime forecasting. Even rarer still will be

the kind of pattern whose characteristics are rigid enough

to allow an individual target to.be ,a~curatelY fqrecast,
for example, a specific conveniepce:stbre betweeri'g and 12

," '...'.

p.m.; usually though, the type Qf stor;e as well as, a. .

general area of the city can be for~c~~t, givingi~eve~al

potential targets. There are, ~pnethe;iess, patt~r~,s for
which forecasts can be successfully "developed, particularly

",: . '..., . :'

where there is sufficient quanti:ty an~~:consistenc.Y' of,'
',""

information. <;
. .'

The credibility of a crimeanalys:~s unit suffers ,when

predictions about when and where" a sp~b.ific crime 'will

occur are inaccurate. predicti~~ a'nd~.forecasting ,,'

and routine decisions made by po~ice ~dministrator~.

Whether such decision-making is ftidedby advanced

deployment methods and management techniques, or it is

achieved using "rule-of-thumb" fprmulaE?, some decision
"'.

regarding the deployment of law enforcement personnel is

capabilities require a solid daa bas coupled with a high,,

degree of skill.

.'

RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS

The allocation of resource i6rte of the mos basic
" ': ,','
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required each day.

In general, resource allocation ahd distribution deals

with the following issues:

. Mode of patrol and numbet of:btficers assigried to
- each unit ' ,

. Location or geographic area of~each unit

. Case priority structure

Number of units assigned to each case.

. Particular units which are dispatched and assigned

Manpower scheduling.

Basically, there are six steps underta~en in determining

resource allocation and distribution: 2.9.
..<,

. Data collection

. Data tabulation by area,jti~e,~day, loca~!on. and
type of activity : .'"

. Determination of work hours .,~,

"

" ' , "

.

Development of patrol zofles '.
.,

Allocation of personnel ~

Monitor and evaluate the~pr~c~~s

.

.

Once administrators have idfntifi~d the problem a~eas

and the operational objectives a:~d COri~traints (including

budget cost and public relations?, th~:B performance-

measures can be evaluated and cOfsider~:tions gi veri,to the

allocation of patrol resources. ~

The following are some typical p~tformance measures

related to police resource allocation::3o

. Workload imbalances

. Response time

Frequency of preventive patroL.

. Apprehension probability'
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. Nature of geographical atea (street mileage, area,
impediments to travel, obtainable travel speeds)

Population density and land use, patterns.

. spat!al and temporal distribution of calls for
servJ.ce' ,;'"

Number and type of units;requi~ed to service calls.

. service times

A discussion of the functions of crime analyis should be

followed by a discussion of the crime analysis process.

The Crime Analvsis Process

The formal crime analysis process~is a five-step

sequence of related functions:
"

.

crime data collection

crime data collation

crime data analysis

dissemination of crime

"

.

.
'"

..

, ,',

.

"
,, '., '

a~alysi~:product
,,'

. feedback and evaluation -

,j:. ,;

:i.

"

",

STEP 1: DATA COLLECTION .,

offenders. Generally, such

proce~s is~o gather r~~data
::, ' - - :;' ': ::

and k~owi1- -o:~ suspected-"
~, -, .::.'- "

infotmatim)- is generated by

The first step in the

concerning reported crimes

.'! -

radio dispatch cards, crime reports, a~rest reports; field
? ,{- ,:,

contact cards, and other recOrdi~g do<:,rrnentsused hr a~

agency and from secondary source~ sUGh:~'ascomputer~

generated data available from otber'agincies outside the

department. 31 Types of data normally~ollected includes

suspect descriptions, methods of operation, time an~ day of

occurrence and location of occurrence.
..
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The information used in the crime~nalysis process

comes from a number of sources. These; include sources

within the police department, su~h as~atrol,

investigations, records, communi6ations, special u~its, and

administration; and sources outside the department, such as

other law enforcement agencies, probation departments,

corrections, court records, state records, and private

organizations. 32

Most of the crime information coliected by a crime

analysis section is received from the9,perational units

with the agency. The information is obtained from various
~~

reports including offense, supplementa~, and arrest

reports, as well as field contact reports, speciaL analysis

reports, departmental records, and statistical data. In

addition to structured reports, ther~ Can be additi°r:'al

informal data received from other depa~.tmental units within

the agency. An important tool of crim~ analysis is the

information collected and reported by patrol officers.'

Data collection is the first ess~ntial.~step in the:criine

analysis process: as such patrOI?:offlc~rs must rec?gni~e

the importance of accurate and cbmplet~ reporting.:: Ea~h
:.: '. "1'. .

officer should consider himself ~s ~a~~'of the cri~e

analysis network both as a colle9tor' a6.p receiver of
~ ;:..

information. The information pr9vided.~by patrol officers,
. .

after being analyzed and compare~ with:'other data, ..."is

returned to them for action in t~e f~eid. Most of the

crime information collected by a::crim~~.';.analysisse9tion is

received from the operational units~i~h the agency. The

information is obtained from various r~ports including
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offense, supplemental, and arrest reports, as well as field

contact reports, special analysis reports, departmental

records, and statistical data. In addition to structured

reports, there can be additional~infor~al data received

from other departmental units within t~e agency.

Each officer should consider himself as part of the

crime analysis network both as a collector and receiver of

information. The information provided:by patrol o~ficers,

after being analyzed and compare~ wit~~~ther data, is
returned to them for action in the field.

Data collection is perhaps the si~gle most critical
,'~ ,

step in the crime analysis proce~s. T~~ crime analyst must

be familiar with and have a thorough,u~derstanding~of all

available data sources that can be used to carry o~t crime
~'

analysis responsibilities.

The composite of information that/is available and

should be of concern to the crime arialist is calLed ~aw

data. In most police departments, rawpata can be '

collected from:33 ~

.
.' ,~

primary source documents withi~ the agency
, " '.j

. secondary source documen~s wit.7in the agen~y'. ,

. other law enforcement and criminal justice."agencies:
" ' , "

. ..' .'. :', , 1,'..

Informatlon from any of the abov~ sourdes must be; :
" .., .::"

systematically collected so that:;:mearii.~gfUIcompa,ris6ns and,

analyses can be conducted by the;cri~~~nalyst. C~ime

analysis information is only as ~ood, ~~ the comple~eness
;,

,
and accuracy of data collected. <Exten$ive analysi~with

, ,

poor data can be an exercise in iuti~i~y.

Primary source data consist$ of iriformation whi6h is
.' ..,
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contained in the reports individually prepared by the

department's field and investigative units. It needs to be

collected by the analyst directly from generated field
, '

reports as soon as practically possible after criminal

events are reported and investigated. ,~Primary source data

is unaggregated, and must be reviewed ~nd systematically

compiled by the analyst to fit specific uses. Far and

away, this type of information is the ,major data source for

conducting crime analysis.34

The utility of crime data contained in primary source

documents depends on two essential factors which should be

of concern to the crime analyst.:': They'>are the timeliness

of the data and the completeness/accuracy of the data. The

crime analyst can exercise somecontrd,l over these factors

that relate to primary source da:a as,~hey normally have

the opportunity to determine how'~thtay:~ill receive",it, and

during its review, they can decide upon the importance to

place upon the data.

Timeliness ..

Timeliness refers to the speedin~which crime~analysis

information from primary source dat~ ?~~ be collected by

the analyst after an event has occurre~. Delayed ieceipt

of information can seriously decrease'the crime an~lyst's,
, ",', "

capability to perform analysis activit~es which will
" '':'

provide meaningful data for day-to-dai~perations"
" ';:'

Specifically, dated information equate,~ with dated
" ", ,',"

analysis",",;" ,

Crime patterns, identificat~ons ~*, suspect/c~irne
" 'I.

correlations and trend predictio~s ar~~all affected
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negatively when data collection is not>conducted as timely

as possible. Promptly collected information provides the

analyst the opportunity to quick~y ide~tify trends~or

potential problems and formulated an a~propriate response

for implementation by operational urii~~.

Completeness and Accuracy

The completeness and accuracy of data collected from

primary sources should be of major concern to the analyst.

The completeness and accuracy ofthese~sources will, in

large part, determine the confidence b?:th analysts and

crime analysis users have in analysis results and the- ' ' ,

recommendations made from these r.esult~. Conducting

analysis with incomplete andjorinaccurate information will
," ,~" , '

likely provide analysis results that:~6 not reflect the

real situation in the field. Recommeri~~tions and!~r
responses made because of these ~nalys~s are, th~refore,

most likely to be rejected by op~ratio~al units a~
" "

inappropriate. If the recommendiitions";'are accept:ed, they
" :',::' ," '

may spur the inappropriate use of depa~tmental r~fources.

" '"

analyst may want to identify the,'orig~*ator or cqnta,ct

someone else familiar with the r,~po~t~\ ',However, t,~alysts

should not fall into the trap of,:,"g~ad~:ng papers" cis this

.,
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approach can seriously damage the rela~ionship betw~en the

analyst and the crime analysis users. ~In the cour~e of

reviewing primary data sources fqr cri~e analysis:,~analysts

can playa valuable role for comman~e~i in terms Q~
. . , . ,

;,

improving the quality of report ~ritin1~bY field ~~r~onnel,

as well as ensuring the reliability of:\::rimeanalysis

data.35

Secondary data sources provide information from a

variety of statistical reports available both internally

and externally. These reports are ty~i~ally designed for
.-

specialized purposes other than crime analysis, but may

also be valuable for conducting or sUP~lementing ~nalysis

activities. Analysts, however, have little control over

the accuracy or reliability of secondary data. Tney

usually do not have the corresponding source repo~fs from

which the data was prepared; and:they ~re not like~y to

know the exact criteria used to extrac~ the data trom its
- - '. . ,

source(s). Because of this, sebondarf source data should

be used with due caution. "

The analyst should not forget tha~crime analysis
" ' "-; : ,'''..'

involved more than empirical dat~ coi~~ction and ~nalysis.
. " ~, , ,,-

Verbal communications between analys~s;and the e~change of

information between analysts and op~~ation units a~e also

valuable information sources for cOlleQting raw data for
';"

crime analysis.36
'.

STEP 2: DATA COLLATION

Data collation refers to the st~p ::inthe pro.c~ss of
-. ..

transforming raw data concerning crimes; and crimi~al
" .
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, '

offenders into an organized format for~subsequent "

comparison and analysis. Collation involves more than the

simple storage of information in, files,;.. It includes
, ,"

sifting out useless, irrelevant,,;,or, ~x~raneous inf9rma~ion,

arranging of materials so that rela~i~~ships betwe~n crime

data elements may be established, and creating a system for

rapid retrieval of stored or field information. Collation

requires files to be systematically designed so that data

can be retrieved in a way that relatiohships between data

elements can be established.
The data::collation s.~ep

requires that procedures for thesyste~atic storage,

review, and assessment of data be dev~~oped primartly

through the use of computer capabilities or other ~anual

techniques (e.g., index cards, lists, ~edgers, etc;).

Integral to the collation step is the ielection of',cri~es

and events which will be targeted for .analysis and the

actual procedures for the recording, maintenance and

purging of the data base.

The data collation process heeds }o be well d~fined as
,",

well as restricted in several re$pects" Crime data is time

sensitive and should be kept only a~, 16ng as it may be

useful. Not all data is useful for crime analysis",purposes

and it makes little sense to collect ~hd store more

information than is practical or;poss~~ie for the crime

analyst to use.37

Crime analysis is most effective when applied to the

"

types of criminal offenses where a hig~ probability of

recurrence exists. A crime analysis program should direct

its efforts toward criminal offenses which are typ,ically

"
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known to exhibit some pattern of occurrence that when

identified can assist field units in either the pr~vention

or suppression of crime or the apprehenpion of a c~iminal

offender.

"
, '
" -

The amount of information c~~lected nee~s to be
-<,

carefully weighed against the amount o('time requi~~d to
"

perform useful analysis. For instance, it is unlikely that

an analyst who spends 85% of the time collecting and

collating data and only 15% conducting~nalysis can perform

effectively. Thus, to strike a rea$On~ble balance~, it is

necessary to set forth a specific, set '~,~ target crimes for

which crime analysis should be cqnducted. The follpwing

factors are normally considered in sel~cting target crimes:

. They are susceptible to analys~.s. "

. They tend to exhibit patterns apd trends and are

often distinguishable by the ,M?~:of the per~,etrator.
suitable information abou't thes~ offenses is.

.,'

normally available from primary data sources

They reflect realistic objecti~.es for enforcement.

and crime control throug~ cri~~analysis.

Crimes that typically fit this c~iteri~:include: burglary,
- ,

robbery, sex offenses and auto t~eft:, kurder, agg~~~ated~ ,

assault and other violent crimes ',areo~;;~ennot suit'able. for

crime analysis because they tend,~o,bepommitted in private

places and under conditions whic~ li~l~the abiliti of the

police to address the problem.

"

STEP 3: ANALYSIS ,.

This ::"tepincludes assembling and~..comparingp~:eces of

information which have been collected and placing t.hese
-:. "
,",
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pieces together to show patterns and r~lationships. The

analysis step in the process is compris~d of the activities

conducted by the analyst to systematically assembl~,
, '

compare, and examine collected, inforniat';ion in a w?y,thfi,t
,,' ", "

will identify meaningful patterns, tre,ri,~s,proble~~ or

statistical descriptions of activity. The substeps of

analysis include determining what will be examined;

deciding what analysis techniques are appropriate;

retrieving the necessary data fro.m cbl~~ted infor~ation;
interpreting the data and making:appropriate conc~tisions

and recommendations.
" .

Common analysis techniques ~~clude:

spot mapping, geographic, tempor~l and~~imilar off~hse

pattern analysis, and general prdble,m identification.. '
.',

statistical methods are frequently us~d; to support ::tl:1e:',, '

analysis process. 39 ::::. '

~..;,
, "

Analysis involves the extra~tion ~f modus op~rhndi

elements from crime reports and the sea~ch for and,>

comparison and identification of ~s maQY elements as

possible which link two or more cri~es~,or a crime'with a

specific suspect. Analysis cah be used to projec~'futtire

criminal activity as well as identify potential suspects

for active cases.40

Analysis is the process of IImakin~,sense" out of

"

collected and collated data. Analyz~d:~ata can b$ used to

plan patrol strategies, to associate c~lmes with s~spects
"

and vehicles, and to support pla~ning efforts to improve
,'..

police operations.
,"

The analysis process is a creat~v$ one. It i~ a

process which involves the examiriation:~fdata in an effort
,L
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to identify and interpret crime~related problems So that

appropriate departmental responses can be implemented.

problems that crime analysts must seek to identify from

The

analysis can be generally characteriz~d by answe~+ng the

following questions:41 ~,

. What kind of problem exists?

. Who is responsible for the problem?

What is the extent or importanFe of the problem?
.

. At what rate has the problemc.hanged?

Who is affected by the proble~?

-,'

'.

.

.
Where does the problem exist?!'

When does the problem exist? .~,.

. What are appropriate police responses?
"., ,

The principal way the crime analy,~t answers these
" '.

questions is through the identific~ti~h of crime p,~tterns.

crime patterns are groups of offenses <;\ihich share.,'-comIi.ton

attributes or characteristics .'.The,C?~mOnality b~,tween

these offenses may be such thin~s as ~ime or pla~~..of

occurrence, a common suspect or'vehic~:e., or a common MO.

It should be noted, however, that com~on links be~'~eeri
.'. ,

crimes do not necessarily connotate a~~elationsh~~ befween

offenses.

crime analysts will typically be.~oncerned w~th the

identification of two types of patter~~ associated with
. " C" ','

reported crime events: qeographic a~d."~imilar off~nse

patterns.
".

Perhaps the most prevalent,'task6f the crime'analyst

is the examination of crime ev~nts th~f occur in the same

defined geographic area. The d~fined'~rea might be a
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neighborhood, a patrol area, a subcensus tract or some

other limited area. Once a geographic ,commonality is

distinguished for a group of crim~ events, the anaiyst can
.'

then seek to answer one or several of the questions.
, "

previously mentioned as key to' data 'ana).ysis.

'.

For'.a group

of crimes occurring in the same patrol area, for example,

the crime analyst might pose the following questions:42

. Are there more crimes occurring. during one,period

of time in this area than other times?

.
Do these crimes occur disproportionately at.certain

times?
~.

.,,'

. Is one particular type of crima more preva~:EH:itthan
"'.

others in the area?:: :;,
..', ,,;

'r.

. Are a number of the cri~es in t~e area
, , ;,:,' , ':

distinguishable by a common MO:br suspect tP?
, .,.. ,,' .

Once a common geographic link in data i;~. establish~d, the

"

drives the analysis problem identification process.~
'''; ',.,

Examining the volume, mix, and rate of~9~owth of ciime.;in
".,\ .

an area should be a key concern ,in p.~t1()l allocatio,n,

decisions, preventive patrol str~tegie~:and short range

planning. At the same time, th~' idebtff ication of '.~ommon
,. .

suspects, vehicles, and MOls ina defi~~d geographic a~ea

can assist in criminal apprehensions..a119 support special

enforcement strategies.

Where the examination of geograph~c patterns first

distinguishes a common location for cri.~e events,.s.imilar

offense pattern identification focuses,.first on examining

common suspects, vehicles, and particularly MOIS among
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crimes irrespective of location. Once groups of .crimes are

identified as having common linkages, .~he identified crimes

can also be examined to determine if there is also a

geographic pattern among the 6rimes~ ~.

There are a variety of methods available to the crime

analyst to detect geographic and similar offense patterns.

Among the most basic approaches to the geographic analysis

of crime events are "pin" or "dot" maps~ The use of a map

where crime-event locations are identified by pins .or

adhesive "dots" provides the analystwlth a visiple

mechanism to recognize geographic trends, volume, ~nd

relationships among and between crime types. At a minimum,

pin or dot maps should indicate the ty~e of crime and the

date of occurrence for each crime depi9ted.

A subcomponent of geographic analysis is the analysis
. . ';. .. .'.

of crime events on the basis of the time at which events

occur.
This is referred to as tempo!~f analysis: ~Time

includes the hour, day, week, month a~~ season of "

occurrence. 43 c.
'..

Knowing when crimes have oc?ur:re~~:~;.cansugge~t:;.when

best to deploy personnel resour<;::esto :t.pprehend q.ftend~rs

or when to conduct crime suppression; a~tivities. iremppral
. . .

analysis can be performed by theana,lyst in several ways.
. . ~: . ;

Perhaps the most operationally relevant method is.through

the use of crime-event mapping, where~vents are plotted

with the day, date and month of occurrence. with .this

method the analyst should be able t6 6~serve obvio~s

similarities in crimes occurring in a ~articular.g~ographic

area. For instance, the analyst may b~ cible to discern
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that particular days of the week appear to be related to

increased crimes of some types.

In many ways, similar offen$e pa~~ern analysis is more

complex than the process of determining geographic. or

temporal patterns. Dot maps and visu~~ analysis of data

over a period of time are ineffective techniques for

identifying non-geographic patterns. Such analyses cannot

be used to identify whether crimes may have been. committed

in the same manner or whether crime .targets are common.

Similar offense patterns a~e genefally iden~itied

because the analyst recalls threads ~f~informati~n:which
.. - .
.' -

indicate some common element suffic~ent to initi~tea
.... .

search of available data about event&~r suspectJ. . Similar
. ". ~ .

offense pattern analysis relies heavily. on the me~bry

recall of the analyst and the analyst'~ inquisiti.veness and
;. ~ . .

creativity during the review and coding' of polic~}eports.

Similar offense pattern analysis)s the pro~.e~s of
identifying relationships between off~)1ses beyond when and

:'." .~ .:;'

where they occurred. The relationshi~,::'.'betweeno:f~nses. may

be establishedbecause:44 :.~:;:. :: ",

. Crime methods (MO's) are,the ~:ame or similar~ .

. Offenses involve similarly i~e~tified sutQ~cts~

. The victim or object of'.attac~.are simil!~;
. ~ '

The utility of identifying' simil~f.-offense patterns is.
. - - . -,. .

much the same as geographic a~alysi.. Sperhaps t~e;biggest
d', ' . - .

difference is that once an analyst det~rmines a similar

offense pattern exists,

provide field units and

picture of:45

he/she i~ m~r~ likely tol~~ able to .

investigators ~ith a mor~detailed. ~ '

'.,..
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. Who may be committing the crimes.

A description of the suspect and/or vehicle~.

. How the crimes are being committed.

Because of this aspect of simi1ar:offense pattern a~alysis,
- ,

results of the process are likely to be'particula~ly

valuable to investigators and specialized units in the

investigation of problem cases. Once made aware of a

similar offense pattern, a commander or'supervisor may want

to develop uniquely designed strategies~to deal with the

pattern. As an investigative tool, sim~lar offens~ pattern

analysis may be used to clear crimes~f~~r the fact: If a
suspect is arrested and is known to hav~.used a particular

MO or vehicle or to have targeted a spec.ific area,- the

crime analyst may be able to identifyatseries of c~imes
. .

that fit the pattern, thus providing inyestigators with

information about other events in Whic~:Lthe suspect"..may
have been involved.

STEP 4: REPORT DISSEMINATION
."

Report dissemination is the four:.th;'~omponent~step of'.

crime analysis and refers to the method~used to report.
- -;.~ - " .

analysis results to potential tisers.'.:'I'hiselement ~f 'crime

analysis concerns both the format:and'~i~eliness wi~h.Which

useful information is presented.
Repor-~: formats ~h8uld be

tailored to meet the particular requi~ements of the:

officers who receive the informaeion ~~~~her patrq~~
investigative, or administrative person~el. The tj~elihess

-, . .'.<~: .;,

of the crime analysis report is most im~~rtant sinpe, to be
-, .

useful, the information must r~as(;mably;'~<~oincide with the

.-'
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problems for an effective impact.46

Crime analysis information can be~disseminated

formally through the use of peri~dic w~itten repo~ts or

informally through frequent and routine .contact between the

users and the crime analyst. Conceptually, the

dissemination process involves the identification of

potential users and the selection of appropriate

dissemination methods to meet the situation. As .mentioned

previously in this report, patrol and~nvestigati.ve
. .

personnel as well as command personnel;are key users of

crime analysis products.
".

These.users 9.f crime analysis,

when well informed, can ensure the application of analysis
'.,.

products in support of the processes o~ apprehenqing

offenders and clearing cases, planningisupervisin~, and

directing deployment decisions, developing leads for

investigative activities, and planning:'~nd budgeting for',"

the future of the agency.
..

. " ,

The crime analysis report must be:~~objective .'andmust

be presented in a way so that conclusiohS are clearly

distinguished from theories.
.. .'

The r~po¥.t should ~ndicate

the degree of reliability of the info~~~tion and~i~ent~fY
those factors that underlie the report:conclusio~s: . Such

". . .! "

discussions may take the form of a ~is~~ng of co~m~n

characteristics between a series ofP~~mes Which~ie

suspected of being related, or a.list~Wg of commc:>;~.':::

characteristics of a crime and the mod~s operandi'~fa,

known offender. In complex cases, a ~~mmary of th~.

information may be required.47 . :
. .." < .'

The method of disseminating analy.~is result~ ~s likely
. '.,

'.
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to be the most important part of the crime analys!s, process

with respect to the acceptance and use 'of the crime

analyst's work effort. The abil;ity of':',thecrime prialyst to

summarize and communicate information ~bout crimi~~l" -', '

activity and clearly distinguish -between facts an~,'"
, ,

assumptions in a meaningful report is the key to ~rime

analysis.

The main objective of formulating:and dissem~nating

crime information through the reporting process is to

provide pertinent data about criminal ~ctivity fo~'use in

decision-making and in short-term oper~tional planning.

The goals of disseminating this inform~tion are:48,'

.
,',

To enhance preventive patrol e~forts by idehtifying

persistent or unique crime pro~lem areas f?r patrol

emphasis.
"
"..

. To achieve a more effective deployment of:~xisting
:;

patrol resources through" the e~~ly identiftcation

of crime patterns and trends~ ~

To provide information for the::development :of.

specific patrol strategies a~d)tactics.
..

.

, ,"
" ,
, ~

To assist in the investigative:::process bY:
,':' ..

correlating and commuriicating ~~ime occu~en~es
with suspects, suspect vehicle~~ and uniqp~ crime"';'

. ',,'

related MO characteristics. ,

.
To increase the number of cases: cleared t4'1~ough

arrest.
""
"" ,

.

,,'" ",

.."

.,
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. To provide a quantitative means~for measuting the

effectiveness of manpower resources in relationship

with calls-for-service.demands ~and crime

suppression requirements~
:~>

. .

.

.:.

To furnish trend data forover~Jl planning.~nd

crime targeting needs.

. To provide a communication link in disseminating

intelligence information between patrol,

investigators, district stations, and departmental

operations.

Dissemination techniques involving~crime analY$is

,...

"result" information generally fall intb two categories:

informal and formal.49 j

The informal dissemination of crim~ analysis

information involves the direct personal contact b~tween

the crime analyst and the users of anal~sis inform~tion.

In some instances, this approach may b~~.::'preferredsince

information can be communicated qtiickly:~and it allo~s the

analyst to have close visibility and,cohtact with sfation

personnel. Informal dissemination tech~iques can occur on
:.~

the telephone, through face-to-face ~ony~rsation with field

personnel, and by attending roll call m~etings.
"

. .

Personal

contact, if performed regularly and ext~nsivelY, ca.~ ~lso

provide the analyst with invaluable im~#essions an~~

feedback as to the quality of the crime;:~nalysis p~bduct.50

Formal crime analysis dissemination techniques involve

the communication of analysis and recommendations through

written bulletins, memorandums, summaries and reports. The
,,".

particular structure of each of the dis~emination
, ,'.
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techniques depends on the type of information desired to be

communicated to various user groups. The structure- and

frequency of reports is a key decision:~o be make b.~tween
, . '

the crime analyst and command personnel;-afterextensive
" " - '/: '<

discussion with the intended u~er~ of ~fime analysts

information.

Commanders and crime analysts should be aware that

there may be a tendency to develop and disseminate more

written reports than are needed. Providing too many"

reports, especially reports of no part~cular significance,
, ,

is not an effective way to establish,the credibility of the

crime analysis program.

Crime analysis reporting methods n~ed to reflect far
, ,

more than the routine comparison of crifue statistics.

While these reports represent a legitim~te crime analysis

function, they do not go far enough in ~roviding

information for investigative assistance, tactical

enforcement planning, and patrol deployment. Although

formal crime analysis reports are disseminated in writing,

this should not be interpreted as obvia~ing the need to

discuss the content of these reports e~ther personally or

in a briefing environment (rollcall, supervisor me.etings,

etc.) as often as possible.51

STEP 5: FEEDBACK AND EVALUATION

The final phase of the process is'~he primary}link of

the crime analysis process. Through-supervisory r~view and

formal methods of obtaining critiques i~om users, the

performance of the crime analysts and the analysis~program
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must be continually evaluated. Modification of t~~program

based on evaluation is essential to maintaining a'dynamic

and effective operation. Thus, this st~p require~~hat
, ,'"

evaluation/feedback channels be develo~~d, that t~~~input

of users with respect to updating the ~f.°gram be ~~~ouraged

and formalized, and that crime analysi. activitie~ ~e

changed and fashioned on the basis of user needs. Feedback

from patrol officers, for example, serv~s two major

purposes. First, the feedback helps, t~fdetermine~'whether

the report information is of practical,:~:yalue. Se?d~d,

feedback from field officers aids, in i~fntifYing 7n,d

assessing any changes in criminal ,activIties that;'r~sulted
~. ~ .,

from action on crime analysis rep6rts. ~Officer "

"

participation is required to make this ':element of ,crime

analysis effective.52<"

Feedback from users of crime analysis allows ,/the

analyst to compare analysis results with field perceptions
,',.,

of problems and it allows the analyst t6 assess the,utility

of disseminated products and to determine how improvements

can be made in crime analysis products ~',:>Feedback; can also
, ,

provide the analyst with an awar~ne~s~f actions;~hat were

taken as a result of a crime analysi~report. In's~m, the
-, ', '

information analysts receive from user~rersonnel r~garding

crime analysis products are critical.'t~(theanaly~tin

order to tailor analysis techniques an4:products ~ore
"

closely to user needs.

The analyst will receive feedback~bn the infOrmation

that is disseminated if open channels of communication with

the users of information are established and relig~6uslY

..
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maintained. The crime analyst should 4evelop and maintain

channels of communication through both: personal and written

techniques. The analyst shou~d make.e~~ry effort. possible. .

to convey written results personall~ to;crime ana~jsis

users and to invite suggestions for improving wri~ten

products. The focus of this type of communication should

be based on soliciting realistic ways to better meet the

needs of the department through crime ~nalysis.53

There is often a tendency to eval~ate crimea~alysis

operations based on the perceived impa~~ of the an~iysis

product on such factors as clearance'~~tes, crime r~tes,

and arrest rates. The determination: o~ a causal
. ."

relationship between these quantitattv~;factors an~ crime
.'

analysis performance is virtually impo~sible to i-soJ-ate.
''-::.

crime analysts routinely provide .opera~ional information to
. ..'t :: -:<:

various users, yet they have virtually;ro control' ~~er how

that information is actually used. The.fact that a suspect

was arrested based on information sup~~~ed by the. ~nalysis

unit is no indication of the overall val~e of crime.

analysis or the individual analyst.
T~e analysis. PFoduct

is not based on absolute factors, but rather is d~veloped
. .

from an information base that is generally incomplete and

inconclusive. The analyst simply attempts to gather all

available pieces of information conce~~ing a group. of

offenses in an effort to obtain correla~ions among~the

crime elements of each offense. The an~lyst can never be
'.'..

absolutely sure that a single suspect ~~ responsib~e for a
. .'

series of crimes, but can isolate similarities that..

increase the probability that the offe~~es are rel~ted.
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Perhaps the most meaningful evaluation of crime

analysis operations is one based upon the ability of the

analyst to produce worthwhile and time~.y products~'. This

type of evaluation is concerned with m~asuring th~ use and

acceptance of crime analysis informatiqn by user 9roups.

Another basis for evaluation might be to determine whether

the crime analysis unit is making proper use of all

available resources and is employing the appropriate

analysis techniques to develop information. 54
..

From a management perspective, it.'~isimportaJ1~ that

the crime analysis unit is judged' to b~;:..an effective

component within the agency. In .an era.:9f "cut-b~iC:*.
. ,,'

economics", few administrators c,an jus~,~,fY the ex~s.~ence of

an employee or group of employees who dp not contt~bute to

the mission of the organization. . .,

Most police agencies find that a ~~qrge porti?~:' C?f .

their workload is the result of repeat".J;roblems o~iginating

from a relatively small number ofpr~b~,~in sources'~:.':This

recognition has resulted in a style :Of:~olicing r~f~rred to

as "community-oriented" or "problem-or;t,ented" pOI~cing"

The focus of problem-oriented p6licipg;4s to "cure~; the

problem rather than "treat" the proble~:.~ crime analysis is
.'.',

a base on which police can build in meeting the m~qh wider

and deeper demands for inquiry associated with problem-

oriented policing.55 ;,

Problem-oriented policing actual It provides ari
'..

incentive to make much more effective ~~e of the data

typically collected as part of crime'a~~lysis and ~o expand

beyond the current limited objectives at the most. advanced
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crime analysis models. This would first require focusing

more broadly on all of the problems po~ice handle rather

than on just traditional categories of~crime. It would

require trying to understand th~ natur~'of these problems

as a basis for critical review of~the'~gency's response,

rather than limiting inquiries to narrower operational

goals. 56

Application of crime Analysis in crime,'Prevention :

The more common functions of crim~~analysis ,h~ve been

discussed earlier in this paper. Yet to be disc~s~ed is an

application of crime analysis that is often overloqked in

many police departments. crime analy;fs information can be
~,' ~,

useful in the development of crime preyention pr~gfam~,

strategies and tactics . Quite often:,',~owever, cr.i~e

analysis is overlooked during the prog~'am planniri<,t.,,~process
.' ,.. ,

in favor of traditional crime prevehti~n activitie$ ~uch,as

neighborhood watch and operationiden~~fication programs.

While traditional programs are of vaiu.~, crime pr,~vention
, ,

programs should be designed to provicie{a bundle <if'crime
, .~ ~ ,, '

prevention services that meet spe,cifiC-i.communitYicrime:

problems. Better results could be a~hieved by u~irig crime

analysis products to focus crime preven~ion activities on

clearly defined problems.57

Information on crime problems, patterns, and :trends

should be used to select target crimes':'forcrime prevention

much in the same way crime analysis fo~uses its efforts.

Some communities have more problems with crimes ag~inst

persons than others. Local conditions~such as th~.presence
;.'
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of boating and recreational area~ may~enerate particular

crime problems that can be addressed through crime

prevention. Essentially, the problem identification

process helps the crime prevention uni~ to determine the

type of business they should be in and~the types cif

services the unit should provide.

A profile of community needs should be forged into a

clearly stated mission for crime preve~tion. Mission

statements should place emphasis, on a ~pecific bundle of

services. Areas of emphasis could in~lude:58
. Increased knowledge of prevention methods in

specific segments of the publ~~ such as tha elderly

or youth.

. Reduced victimization of persons as the result of
stranger-to-stranger crimes: :.

Reduced victimization of person$ as the result of

crimes between people who kriov(:,.':eachother .:.

.

. Reduced losses from crime iricri~redat residential
or various types of commercial::.premises... .

Information from crime analysis trat shouldb~

utilized during the process of defini~~the scopa6f crime

prevention programs includes:59 ~ ~.

. crimes against persons that ta~e place between
strangers, as compared to th6sethat take place
between people who kn()w"each other. '::

.
.'~ .

Victim profiles for crim.es agcl.tnstpersons; to

include race, sex, age cind riat:~reof inj~r~es.
.

Settings and objects of .intent:in crimes 'against
property. . : :.;; "

Seasonal variations in ~rimep~oblems.
.

. ..

This type of information should.be aV~~lable fro~ ~attern

alerts and information summaries generated by crime

analysis. crime analysts should be included in
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deliberations that take place when identifying the problems

crime prevention activities should address.

Once a problem-oriented mission st~tement has been

identified for a crime prevention unit;'programs shOuld be

designed to directly address those probl.ems. victim

profile information from crime analysis is vital to the

program planning process. This information describes the

characteristics of the clients a crime prevention unit

should serve. These victim profiles:sh~uld include more

detailed information than that which w~~ consider~d~during

the process of developing a mission fo~:?he crime
prevention unit. For example: .~

,.

. Where do victims of crim~ ag~i~~t persons:and
property live and work? .

How can crime prevention information effe6tively
reach these target groups? .'-. ..'.

. ,.

What types of target hardening tactics should be
recommended to deal with specific crime problems?

i

Once crime prevention programs are~put in plac~ using

.

.

crime analysis data, there should be an'ongoing flow of

information from crime

'~rime prevention unit.

to the community serves

ana lys is to tp:e..:f.?mmuni ty v~~~ th~

Creation of thi~' information link

.

. .

several purpos.e:f' includi~9:~.

Reducing fear of victi~iz~tion:].' ",
Increasing crime reporting .,

Enhancing the effectiveness o£'~rograms lik~ .
neighborhood watch ,::' ':'

.

.

Crime analysis information is particularly h~lpfulto
..."

members of neighborhood watch groups.. ))~aks and v<:l.lleysin

the level of interest exhibited by nei~r:borhoodwat~h
groups can be minimized through an ongo~ng flow of crime

'.



analysis information. crime pattern alerts can provide

citizens with descriptions of vehicles and people .that

should be given special attention in a particular

neighborhood. As new problems emerge~ neighborhood watch

groups can shift their attention to ad~ress them.60
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CONCLUSION

Gone are the days when a police depar~ment could simply
," '

react to crime and other service problems, ~,~ter the fact.
In

today's society, the police are being call~d upon to playa

more important role in the community than simply law

enforcers. Police officers and police departments must be

problem solvers.

Crime analysis should serve as the foc~l point of'any

police department's attempts to deal with crime problems.

Information resources must be recogn~zedi developed and used

efficiently. At a time when almost every ~~w enforce~ent

agency is facing cutbacks of resources, crime control

strategies must be well developrct an~ base~,uron nll

available information that describes a spe9~fic crime

problem. Directed patrol programs, crime ~~eventionprograms

and investigative case management strategi~s can only be

enhanced by effective crime analysis,. '.'
"

When a police department decides to i~plement a .crime

analysis unit, a process begins that sho'U~,~',:changethe,::'way

people in the organization think about and:~a:ddress cri~e' and
" '

security problems. A wide range of organi~ational ch~~ges
may be necessary in order to successfully ~mplement ~n~,

utilize a crime analysisunit. ~. '

" ",', ' ,

In all cases, the consumers of the c;:::rimeanalysis'"

product should be involved in thedeveIOpm;?t and; ;

implementation of the crime analysis, un~t,.~:,::Inthe end...the
, "

goal of crime analysis is not just to d6 ah~lysis. I:t :;is to
'.. '

disseminate information that help~ an agen~~ to deal ~~th
, ..",
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crime and security problems by thinking b~fore it acts~
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